Oxford-Style Debates in a Microbiology Course for Majors: A Method for Delivering Content and Engaging Critical Thinking Skills
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Developing scientific expertise in the classroom involves promoting higher-order cognitive skills as well as content mastery. Effective use of constructivism can facilitate these outcomes. However, this is often difficult to accomplish when delivery of content is paramount. Utilizing many of the tenets of constructivist pedagogy, we have designed an Oxford-style debate assignment to be used in an introductory microbiology course. Two teams of students were assigned a debatable topic within microbiology. Over a five-week period students completed an informative webpage consisting of three parts: background on the topic, data-based positions for each side of the argument, and a data-based persuasive argument to support their assigned position. This was followed by an in-class presentation and debate. Analysis of student performance on knowledge-based questions shows that students retain debate-derived content acquired primarily outside of lectures significantly better than content delivered during a normal lecture. Importantly, students who performed poorly on the lecture-derived questions did as well on debate-derived questions as other students. Students also performed well on questions requiring higher-order cognitive skills and in synthesizing data-driven arguments in support of a position during the debate. Student perceptions of their knowledge-base in areas covered by the debate and their skills in using scientific databases and analyzing primary literature showed a significant increase in pre- and postassignment comparisons. Our data demonstrate that an Oxford-style debate can be used effectively to deliver relevant content, increase higher-order cognitive skills, and increase self-efficacy in science-specific skills, all contributing to developing expertise in the field.

INTRODUCTION

Constructivist pedagogy relies on individuals making meaning of ideas with which they come into contact by forming interactions with their own understanding and experiences. This type of learning requires students to become actively engaged in the subject matter, a process that involves students becoming exposed to new ideas, evidence, and data. Students are tasked with clarifying their own views on these ideas, identifying the views of others, and critically evaluating and discussing the different data relevant to the subject (38, 45). By challenging their own views in the context of data supporting or refuting the views of others, students can create new meaning through cognitive restructuring (35). Development of meaning may also take place within a group dynamic where members have the opportunity to share input and to come to agreement on the ideas discussed (35).
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analytical and problem-solving skills as well as skills germane to the discipline (26, 44), talents that are well-fostered by constructivism (38, 45). Constructivist teaching tools, such as case studies and problem-based learning strategies, are recognized methods for developing classroom engagement as well as critical thinking and analytical skills (5, 16, 28) and these types of exercises have been shown to increase the retention of knowledge, while also increasing social skills and student engagement (8). Interestingly, despite the description of these types of lecture-based teaching tools within the sciences (34, 43), critical evaluation of common educational practices reveals a persistent failure to develop the pre-requisites for expertise (44, 3). A significant reason for this likely is the resistance to the use of these methods in the lecture (24, 3). Barriers to the application of these tools include the real or perceived difficulty of their use and the amount of class-time needed to implement these strategies (13, 47). One major concern is whether the inclusion of these methods in a lecture will diminish the amount of content that can be delivered (33). In order to address these issues, alternative constructivist teaching methods that can effectively deliver content and are easy to use and adapt to a specific course are needed. In this report, we detail the use of an Oxford-style debate assignment that utilizes constructivist pedagogies to promote active, independent student learning, and to deliver content outside of the classroom.

The process of debate has shown resurgence as an active learning tool (29, 31, 39); recent literature details its use in a variety of disciplines, including sociology, business, dentistry, and education (20, 30, 37, 46). A debate allows students to become actively engaged in their own education as they acquire knowledge and place that learned content into the structure of the debate itself, analyzing whether the content supports or contradicts an argument (40). Debates also challenge student knowledge, which may enhance the learning of new concepts. Analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of ideas are promoted as students assess sources, evaluate the appropriateness of those sources, seek relevance in the data, and examine various viewpoints (19, 21, 36). These practices lead to an effective engagement of the higher-order cognitive skills as defined by Bloom’s Taxonomy (7, 12).

In the fall of 2011, an Oxford-style debate assignment was given to students in an undergraduate introductory microbiology course; the participants in this course are primarily sophomores and juniors interested in careers in the health sciences. The majority of the assignment took place outside of the classroom using on-line Wiki technology and introduced new topics which were minimally, if at all, discussed in previous lectures.

We hypothesized that students would be able to learn content effectively when actively engaged in constructing and analyzing data-driven arguments. To assess this hypothesis, we compared student knowledge of topics covered during a traditional lecture with those introduced during the debate assignment. This included analysis of student use of lower-order and higher-order cognitive skills as defined by Bloom’s taxonomy (7, 12). We also used pre- and postassignment surveys to investigate whether student attitudes toward the subjects discussed were affected positively or negatively by completing the assignment. Additionally, we assessed the students’ pre- and postassignment confidence in their ability to find and use scientific databases and in their ability to analyze primary literature in pursuit of increasing their scientific knowledge.

**METHODS**

**Class information and participants**

Sixty-one students taking an introductory microbiology course during the fall 2011 semester at Quinnipiac University in Hamden, Connecticut, took part in this study. The majority of students taking the course were from the following four majors/programs: the Entry Level Master’s Physician Assistant program, Biology, Biomedical Sciences, and Health Science Studies. Other majors represented included Microbiology and Chemistry. The majority of the students were juniors, and all students taking the class have taken one year of both introductory biology and introductory chemistry. When the assignment was given, topics already covered in the course included the history of microbiology, microscopy, prokaryotic structure, microbial growth, metabolism and its regulation, gene expression, and viruses. Lecture classes met twice a week for 50 minutes each.

**Debate assignment**

The assignment was composed of three main areas: 1) construction of an informative web page, 2) a 10-minute presentation of the debated topic, and 3) the debate itself. The debate assignment was introduced in a lecture shortly after midterm in a 20-minute presentation by the instructor. During this introduction students were divided into teams of five or six. Pairs of groups were then given a deliberately broad topic from which their debate position would be drawn; in the fall of 2011, the topics included “the Human Immunodeficiency Virus” (HIV), “Antibiotics in Agriculture” (Agr) and “Oral Bacteria and Bacteremia” (Bac) (Table I). The rubric for grading each of these sections was delivered to the students during the initial presentation (Appendix 1). In the subsequent class period, a 20-minute presentation was given by the Quinnipiac University Research Librarian on the use of available scientific databases and the information they contained.

The construction of the website occurred in three phases. In the first phase students were given one week to produce an introduction containing general information on their topic. Websites were constructed in Blackboard Learn, version 9.1 (Blackboard, Inc.) using the Wiki tool configured to allow only team members and the instructor access to the group’s website. After the initial week, students were sent an e-mail by the instructor asking groups to reflect
on their work and reassess their introduction, taking into account the following questions:

(i) Does your web page include basic information on the topic including its relevance to cultural/social issues (such as demographic groups affected by topic), economic issues, as well as medical issues?

(ii) Does your web page contain statistics supporting this information? If so, how and when was this information collected? How does this affect the relevance of the information and your choice to use this information?

Students were then given an additional two days to make any changes they deemed appropriate. Following the construction of the introduction, students were given a debatable statement regarding their topic. The statements for the fall 2011 topics are found in Table 1. The students were then tasked with constructing the second section of their website; this section was to detail both the affirmative (pro) and negative (con) arguments of the debatable statement and provide supporting data for both sides. After one week, students were prompted to reflect, review, and edit the web pages in light of the following questions:

(i) Does your section include data-supported evidence for each position?
(ii) Are the data objective or subjective?
(iii) How were the data collected and how does the method of data collection influence your decision to use it?

After an additional two-day period student groups were given the last phase of the web page assignment. Each group was assigned a position (pro or con) on the debatable question, and was tasked with producing the final section of their web page. This section was a persuasive argument concerning their position relative to their opponent’s. In order to maintain the balance in viewpoints of the previous section, students were no longer allowed to edit the previous two sections. After a one week period the completed web pages were opened to the class for viewing. This both allowed members of opposing teams to view the opposition’s arguments and gave the class as a whole the chance to study the material on the sites.

The presentation and debate components of the assignment were performed during the same class period. The two teams assigned the same topic were given 10 minutes each to present background information on their topic, their position (pro or con), and why the data more strongly supported their position. This initial presentation was given by two or three students from each group, depending on whether the team was comprised of five or six students, respectively. The remaining three students took part in the Oxford-style debate. The debate was broken up into timed components as outlined in the initial assignment handout (Table 2 and Appendix 1). One student from each group was responsible for the cross-examination of the opposition and for responding to the opposition’s cross-examination, while a second student gave the rebuttal, and the third gave the closing argument (Table 2).

Assessment and evaluation

Student retention of content was assessed via multiple-choice questions, while higher-order cognitive skills were assessed using essay questions. All test questions were assessed by the instructor of the two classes prior to statistical analysis.

To assess the retention of content, students were given 10 questions pertaining to material delivered via lecture and 10 questions derived from debate material; three questions were developed from the HIV and Agr topics, while four were derived from the Bac material (Appendix 2). These questions were of the “Knowledge and Comprehension” skill level as defined by Bloom’s taxonomy (7, 12). Statistical analyses of scores on debate- and lecture-derived questions were done using paired two-sample, one-tailed t-tests for differences of test scores (lecture vs. debate) and the generalized linear model (GLM) for the analysis of variance of individual test scores. The hypothesis being tested was whether or not test scores for debate-presented material were higher, on average, than test scores for lecture-presented material. The data were also analyzed to determine whether students in a particular debate topic group scored higher on questions related to their particular topic. A difference-of-means test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>In-Text Abbreviation</th>
<th>Debatable Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Human Immunodeficiency Virus</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>The majority of public funds related to HIV should be used for vaccine production rather than prevention education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotics in Agriculture</td>
<td>Agr</td>
<td>Antibiotic use in agriculture should be limited to therapeutic use only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Bacteria and Bacteremia</td>
<td>Bac</td>
<td>Antibiotics should be given to prevent infective carditis before dental visits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was used with a one-tailed t-test using pooled estimators for the variance.

Higher-order cognitive skills were assessed by essay questions that asked students to evaluate data, explain the meaning or relevance of that data, and use that data to form a position or hypothesis (7, 12). Data given were either derived from a lecture given by the instructor or from published articles concerning the topics covered during the debate assignment. Three questions were developed from each of the debate topics and one from material discussed during a normal lecture. Scores were analyzed using paired comparisons and the t-test. A student’s lecture essay score was subtracted from her/his topic essay score to obtain a paired comparison (Δ score). Since the hypothesis being tested was that the essay topic scores would be greater than the essay lecture score, a one-tailed test was used.

Higher-order cognitive skills of the members of the debate teams also were assessed during the in-class debate by the audience members and the instructor. Students within the audience evaluated the collective performance of the debate teams in various categories by assigning a score of 1–4 (with 4 being the highest) based on defined criteria (Appendix 1). The categories to be evaluated included “Use of argument; reasons are given to support the resolution” and “Use of cross-examination and rebuttal; identification of weakness in opposing team’s arguments and ability to defend itself against attack.”

An original survey instrument, deployed pre- and postassignment through Survey Monkey (SurveyMonkey.com, LLC), was used to determine (i) student perceptions concerning their knowledge of their topic and those assigned to other groups (9, 10) or (ii) students’ comfort level in finding and using health and medicinal databases and in analyzing primary literature. The preassignment survey was given immediately after the debate topics were assigned to students, before the development of the web pages. The postassignment survey was given after the completion of the assignment, before students were tested on the material. Statistical analyses of trends in student responses were accomplished using difference-of-means and the z-statistic. The data from both sections were pooled and the resulting response frequencies for each question were converted to weighted averages and the standard errors were determined. A difference-of-means analysis was then performed on the presurvey and postsurvey questions.

RESULTS

Student performance on knowledge and comprehension skill-level questions

In the fall of 2011, teams of students in two sections of an introductory microbiology course were assigned one of three topics to be the subject of an Oxford-style debate (Table 1). The intent of this assignment was to both foster constructivism in the students and to deliver content using a method other than through a traditional standard lecture format in which students take notes while the professor lectures. To measure student comprehension of content delivered via the debate assignment, students were assessed by multiple-choice questions (see Appendix 2 for examples). The multiple-choice section of their exam consisted of 10
questions derived from the debate assignment and 10 derived from topics covered during lecture. These questions were of the "Knowledge and Comprehension" skill level as defined by Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive domains (7, 12). The average student score was significantly higher ($p < 0.05$) for questions derived from the debate than for those derived from a normal lecture format (Fig. 1). Analysis of variance indicates that whether questions were debate- or lecture-derived significantly affected scores, while the individual student’s lecture section, debate topic, and debate side (pro or con) did not (Appendix 3).

Student performance on debate questions derived from topics that they actively debated and performance on topics for which they only were audience members was also measured. There was no statistically significant difference ($p > 0.05$) between the scores for the groups irrespective of whether students actively debated the topic or were audience members only (Fig. 2).

The data on student performance on debate-derived questions also were parsed based on the percentage of lecture-derived questions a student answered correctly. Students who performed poorly on the lecture-derived questions (< 70%) had a combined average score on the debate-derived questions statistically similar ($p > 0.05$) to those students who scored higher on the lecture-derived questions (Table 3). This suggests that the debate format is a more effective learning tool for lower-performing students when compared to a standard lecture.

Student performance on essay questions derived from lecture and the debate assignment was also assessed (Fig. 3). These questions fall under the category of "Analysis and Synthesis," as defined by Bloom’s taxonomy, and were designed to test students’ abilities to interpret data and use it to build an argument or hypothesis (7, 12). Student scores, when analyzed by topic, showed statistically significant higher scores for the Bac and HIV essays when compared to the lecture essay question ($p < 0.05$). While there was no statistically significant difference between the Agr essay scores and that of the essays derived from the lecture material ($p > 0.05$), these data suggest that students understood the Agr material as well as they understood the lecture material, with potential added benefits as described below.

The debates themselves also gave students the opportunity to use higher-order cognitive skills (20, 21, 29). The ability of students to analyze and synthesize data-driven arguments was assessed by the class and the professor. Debate teams were assessed in the use of argument, cross-examination, and rebuttal in defending their position using a four-point rubric (Appendix 1). Student groups scored consistently high in these areas, whether scored by the professor or their peers (Fig. 4).

**Students’ perceptions of knowledge and skills gained**

Students’ perceptions of their knowledge of debate topics were assessed using pre- and postassignment surveys.

Students were asked to rate their knowledge of their topic immediately after being assigned a particular topic and again after the assignment, but before their examination. The data demonstrate a significant increase ($p < 0.05$) in students’...
perceptions of their knowledge in the areas covered by their particular debate with 21% and 3.5% of students claiming to be knowledgeable and highly knowledgeable, respectively, before the assignment, and 61% and 33% reporting those knowledge levels after the assignment (Fig. 5).

Students also were asked to rate how knowledgeable they were concerning topics covered by other groups. A comparison of student perceptions of other topics pre- and postassignment shows a significant increase \( (p < 0.05) \) in students who considered themselves “knowledgeable” concomitant with a significant decrease \( (p < 0.05) \) in students who regarded themselves as only “slightly knowledgeable” in the other topics; the percentage of students rating themselves as “knowledgeable” rose from 35% to 68%, while those rating themselves as “slightly knowledgeable” fell from 61% to 20% (Fig. 6).

There was a significant increase \( (p < 0.05) \) in student perceptions of their ability to use health and medicine databases, pre- and postassignment. The percentage of students rating themselves as “highly proficient” and “proficient” rose from 14% and 45% to 31% and 57%, respectively (Fig. 7). This was accompanied by a rise in students’ perceptions of their ability to analyze primary literature with significant
Students take science courses such as microbiology as part of the training necessary to develop expertise in a scientific discipline. Generating expertise involves multiple factors that include increasing one’s quantity of knowledge (content) in a given field and basing that knowledge in meaning (2,6). An increased knowledge-base facilitates competence within a field while basing knowledge in meaning suggests a deeper understanding of ideas and the ability to relate knowledge to multiple concepts. Metacognitive skills that allow one to develop strategies for the acquisition and use of knowledge are important in acquiring expertise (15, 41). Furthermore, developing expertise in the sciences also requires an understanding of the nature and methods of science and skills of inquiry and problem-solving (26). Constructivist pedagogy fosters the development of expertise by training students to make meaning of newly-acquired knowledge by relating it to their own experiences and forcing them to identify and critically evaluate how that knowledge is used or viewed by others (44). In an attempt to introduce constructivist pedagogy into the introductory microbiology class at Quinnipiac University, we developed an Oxford-style debate that would (i) deliver content in a manner that allowed students to engage in activities common to scientific inquiry, (ii) provide an active and cooperative learning experience that would deliver content without taking away a significant amount of time from the regular schedule of classes, and (iii) engage the higher-order cognitive skills of the students in a lecture-based setting. Overall, the findings of this study demonstrate that the use of an Oxford-style debate in the science classroom is an effective method of student engagement and facilitates the skills required to build expertise. In addition to delivering content on topics of interest to the students and engaging them in the process of learning, the Oxford-style debate also allowed students to practice their public speaking skills in a low-stakes environment. Further research is needed to determine the long-term effects of using an Oxford-style debate on student learning and engagement.
not covered in classroom lectures, the debate assignment also provided multiple opportunities to develop skills used during scientific inquiry. Students were responsible for reviewing the scientific literature, presenting a summary of a topic in the form of a web page, and actively seeking data to formulate evidence-based arguments in support of or against a given hypothesis.

Analysis of student gains in knowledge and comprehension show a significant increase in content collectively derived from the debate topics when compared to that from a typical lecture (Fig. 1), irrespective of whether students were actively engaged in the debate or were audience members (Fig. 2). This is especially noteworthy as the majority of the content was acquired independently by the students outside of the classroom setting. Importantly, our data also demonstrate that students who struggled with content delivered during a traditional lecture performed significantly better on the questions derived from the debate topics (Table 3). In addition to acquiring knowledge as part of the debate assignment, students also successfully engaged in higher-order thinking through analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, qualities intrinsic to a successful debate. When analyzing student performance on essay questions it was expected that students would do equally well on the debate topics and the lecture topics (Fig. 3), as improvement in critical thinking skills should be reflected regardless of topic. We found this was not the case, however, as students did better on essay questions derived from the HIV and Bac debate than on those derived from the Agr debate or from the lecture topic. This may reflect greater student understanding of the content of those two topics, an idea that is supported by the observation that students had mastered less of the lecture content as assessed by the multiple-choice questions (Fig. 1) and that students had lower scores on multiple-choice questions derived from the Agr debate than they did on those derived from the HIV or Bac debates (Fig. 1 legend and Fig. 2).

In addition to the data demonstrating both that students had acquired knowledge and the ability to use that knowledge, our analysis also demonstrates that students perceive an increase in their gain of knowledge and in their acquisition and analysis of the primary literature (Figs. 5–8). While there is a potential concern that these results are somewhat more subjective than those that stem from the assessment of student tests, there also is a growing body of data that suggests that self-efficacy, the belief or judgment of an individual that they can succeed at a task, increases problem-solving efficiency and is, therefore, an important component of building expertise (4, 6, 27, 41, 42).

The use of an Oxford-style debate assignment in the sciences should not be limited to microbiology; instructors can tailor the assignment to their discipline by choosing relevant topics for their debate. Because content acquisition largely takes place outside of the classroom, this assignment can be used to either add novel content to the curriculum or to support content given in the traditional lecture. This however raises a critical point: constructivist pedagogy involves student-inquiry guided by the instructor (18). As students engage in knowledge-acquisition there is the opportunity for them to make improper assessments or conclusions based on their findings. Input from the instructor is necessary to ensure that proper student learning is being accomplished. Tools that periodically assess student learning and allow for teacher input are an important part of this process. Subsequent to the study presented here, we have adopted the use of small group-discussion boards that allow instructor input regarding topics covered during the debate.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the use of debate in the classroom is an effective method of content delivery. The process of assessing data-driven arguments promotes higher-order cognitive skills and gives students confidence in their knowledge base and use of science databases. Each of these is important in developing expertise within the discipline.
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